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What’s happening in the community? And what does a sandwich have in
common with AI? In Zurich, the data science community came together for the
Databooster’s Expert
Day, addressing real-world challenges and developing
practical solutions.

Keynote speaker Kyle
Alves, senior lecturer from the University of the West of
England, presented the world's first digitally
traceable
sandwich, underlining
transparency and traceability through AI in the food industry.
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Shaun
West and the Smart
Services
EG explored new food and supply
chain
tech to bridge ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance) requirements
and profitability potential.

Anne
Wegmann,
Florian
Scheidegger, and Raphael
von
Thiessen shed light
on Switzerland's intricate open
data landscape with geospatial
applications.

Led by D-ONE experts Heiko
Krömer and Stepan
Gaponiuk, the participants
at the hands-on workshop set up their own cloud IoT
system with Raspberry
Pi microcontrollers.

Woven through the whole the day were fundamental discussions on the data
ethics and sustainability of these topics, lead by Philipp
Schmid and Andrea
Dunbar
(CSEM) of the Machine
Learning
EG and Ricardo
Chavarriaga
(ZHAW,
Databooster
Responsible
AI).

Find out more about the Expert Day in our blog post.

Upcoming
Databooster
workshops
and
events:

Thurs, 28 September: Digital Days Aarau: Business focus day on data
management and AI, learn from others’ fail-stories and network at the
apéro. Free registration options for afternoon-only, evening-only, or full-
day program

Mon, 2. October: BFH meets Practice: Shaping workshop with multiple
cross-industry parties on innovative digital onboarding practices for
SMEs. Register directly at sabrina.schell@bfh.ch.

Wed 18. - Fri 20. October: Resiliente Smart Service Systeme: Ideation
workshop, for the first time over 2.5 days with three partnering
companies, jointly organized with Mobiliar Forum Thun. Thank you
Mobiliar for supporting this Databooster Workshop.
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Mon 25. - Tues 26. October: Smart Data Forum: Focus on "smart
maintenance and resilience," exploring how to radically improve resource
planning for dynamic operational robustness. Register via the trade fairs'
websites: Pump & Valves: Link, Maintenance: Link

Fri 27. October: Smart Service Summit: How the design of resource
integration builds emerging AI ecosystems for business resilience

So, what is the community up to? It’s thriving together: Our event format
continues to garner exceptional enthusiasm and open-minded participants,
eager to connect and collaborate. Stay tuned for upcoming events on our
webpage and social media (Twitter, Linkedin)
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